Monday 21st January 2019
Dear Parents and Carers,
YEAR 6 SPRING TERM WEEK 4
Week at a glance:
Maths
 We shall be starting a unit of work on circles and their properties, moving on to look
at composite shapes made from circles, semi-circles and quadrants. Children
should be able to identify and name parts of a circle (the radius, diameter and
circumference) and calculate them as well as determine the area of circles.
English
 This week we shall continue reading the classic children’s novel ‘Carrie’s War’ by
Nina Bawden. Our writing will focus on the unfolding story and will involve personal
diaries, recounts, play scripts, interviews and character descriptions.
Homework for this week:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Homework out
Spelling sentences to be written in
homework books based on the prefix
‘ex-‘. Spelling words to be learned ready
for the spelling test on Friday.
Science- Light
The structure of the eye and how we see.
Sheet to be provided.
Maths- Circles
Worksheet problem tasks on circles and
their properties.
History- Ancient Greece.
Imagine you live in ancient Athens or
Sparta and write a diary entry about a
typical day living in your chosen location.
English- based on Carrie’s War. Children
need to imagine what it must be like for
Nick and Carrie’s mother to be
separated from her two children and not
to see them for so long and write a letter
back to them in response to their
postcard (which has already been
written in class).

Homework in
Wednesday 23rd January

Thursday 24th January
Friday 25th January
Monday 28th January

Tuesday 29th January

Spellings for this week:
Words based on the prefix ‘ex-‘.
Group A
exceptional
exhausting
exhibition
exaggerate
extra-terrestrial
extravagant
exacerbate
exterminate
excruciating
exploration

Group B
excessive
experience
experiment
expression
exclusive
excellent
execution
expertise
explosion
examine

Group C
expert
excess
express
exclude
excel
explode
except
extra
explore
extreme

Notes:



Please note- in a change to the termly letter, I regret that the planned Eco Conference with
Phil Williams scheduled for the 11th February will no longer be taking place for Year 6.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. C. Barnard

